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Cycles of Belonging is a guide for the woman who longs to live her life in rhythm with her cyclic

body and the cycles of nature. It offers an embodied feminine and feminist psycho-spiritual

path for women to reclaim their truth and power and to come home to a profound sense of

belonging to the seasons and cycles of life, rooted deeply in connection to self, sisterhood and

the web of life.Cycles of Belonging guides you through six sacred temples of

belonging:Presence - the breath cycleDaily Rhythms - the circadian cycleSacred Blood - the

menstrual cycleThe Moon - the lunar cycleThe Sun - the solar cycle, exploring the seasons

and the wheel of the yearThe Life Cycle & Goddess Archetypes - exploring the life cycle

archetypes of Maiden, Lover, Mother, Queen and CroneEach Temple explores the energies of

each cycle, their healing gifts and shadows/challenges, together with practical suggestions on

how to work with the cycles, including journal prompts, rituals and blessings, as well as

magical words of poetry and soul guidance.Let Cycles of Belonging take you on a journey

home to wholeness, rooted deeply in the truth of who you are and the magical web of life that

connects us all.
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may result.For Brighid.With Your fires within me and Your mantle around me,I know I am

inspired and protected, always.Your flame burns brightly within my soul.Thank You for calling

me to Your service.IntroductionWoman, do you feel the call?Deep within your bones, a calling

to pause and recalibrate how you live your life...A desire to develop a spiritual connection

grounded in the truth of your body...A yearning to awaken to your true potential...Yes?Read on,

for what I share in this book will guide you to come home to your body and soul; to nature,

Mother Earth and the Sacred Feminine; to come home to your own wisdom, truth, magic and

power; and to come home to feeling that you belong in the web of life.Woman, it’s time to

reclaim your body, your voice and your power.Let me take you by the hand and lead you along

a path to belonging by learning how you can live in rhythm with your body, the cycles and

seasons of our Moon and the Sun, and the archetypal energies of the Divine Feminine. For in

doing so you will come home to the sweetness and fire in your own soul and become your own

wise guide through this life. You will tap into your life force and inner spirit and root into the truth

of who you are, so you can live your life in alignment with your values and dreams.It’s time to

remember.It’s time to belong once again in intimate connection with the mysterious and

magical web of life.The InvitationBut if you travel far enough,One day you will recognise

yourselfComing down the road to meet you.And you will say —yes.— Marion

WoodmanBeloved sister, hear this truth: you are a wise and wild force of nature.Do you

remember?Your body is formed from the strong, nurturing earth. Healing waters flow through

you as your blood and your emotions. Each breath you take connects you to the dancing air

which supports you and gives you life. Fire is in your spirit, powerfully aflame with sacred rage,

divine joy, and luminous passion.Your cells are made from billions of exploding stars and the

light of the Sun and the nourishment of Mother Earth.Your emotions, hormones and blood wax

and wane with the Moon.Your heart beats in time with the pulse of the planet and each breath

takes you through the seasons of the year.You embody nature’s cycle of birth, growth and

fullness, of waning, release, and death, and of gestation and rebirth.You are the wisdom of the



cycles of change embodied in human form.Remember this.And disconnect from the prevailing

culture which seeks to manipulate you and disconnect you from your soul, the souls of all

things, and the soul of the world. Don’t listen to the falsehoods peddled by centuries of

patriarchal culture which deride and denigrate and seek to destroy women’s power and

truth.Remember.And reconnect to the pulsing web of life. Connect to yourself and your sisters

and to all living beings, with love. With your feet rooted on this sacred Earth, with the Moon in

your womb and your blood, with the fire of the Sun in your belly, and with each breath of life

you take — rise up. Rise up in love for yourself, and for all living things.So, are you ready to

come home to a profound sense of belonging to the seasons and cycles of life? Rooted deeply

in connection to self, sisterhood and place?Dear woman, I invite you, through the wisdom

shared in this book, to come home to yourself: to your wise body and radiant soul and to rise

and soar from this secure place of belonging. And to be fully you. Once again. At long

last.Welcome to the circle, to the sisterhood of belonging.I am writing and sharing from my own

lived experience as a cis-gender woman. Whilst this book is aimed at all those who identify as

women, all gender identities are welcome to read and enjoy this book. Where I talk about

menstruation and/or its link with the lunar cycle, I am aiming my words specifically at women

who currently menstruate or have menstruated, while acknowledging that this is not the

experience of all women, for not all women menstruate and not all people who menstruate are

women.How to Use This BookThis book is structured to lead you through six different Temples

representing these sacred cycles, namely the Temples of:Presence: the breath cycle. Easily

overlooked, this is the cycle of belonging which is ever-present in the most intimate way,

bringing you home to your body and the moment you’re in.Daily Rhythms: the circadian cycle,

offering you the gifts of wholehearted living and rest.Sacred Blood: the menstrual cycle, and

the journey you take through each month you bleed.The Moon: the lunar cycle, the cycle so

intimately connected to women’s bodies and psyches.The Sun: the solar cycle, exploring the

seasons and the Wheel of the Year.Goddess Archetypes: exploring our life cycle through the

archetypes of Maiden, Lover, Mother, Queen and Crone, as well as how you can call on these

faces of the Goddess whatever your age.Each section is structured thus:Enter the Temple:

imagine me taking you by the hand and leading you into a Temple which brings you into

communion with each cycle of belonging.Energies of this cycle: an overview of how the cycle

expresses itself and how you may experience it within you.Healing gifts: here I share what I

see as the core gifts and healing powers of the cycle.Shadows: sharing how, on the flip side,

each cycle can bring its own challenges, often having been distorted by the prevailing

patriarchal culture. (The ‘shadow,’ according to Jungian psychology, represents unconscious

aspects of the personality with which the conscious ego does not identify. They’re the things

about yourself that you can’t see because you don’t want to see them. They exist within the

individual and at the collective level of societies and cultures.)Working with this cycle: some

practical ways to work with the cycle.Soul reflections journal prompts: some questions on

which you might reflect to help you connect more deeply with the energies of the cycle.Rituals:

simple suggestions to make a sacred connection to the cycle.Blessing: a blessing from the

cycle and its gifts.And we’ll end the book with some suggestions on how to weave all this

together to make your life a rich tapestry of whole-hearted connection that flows in rhythm with

the sacred cycles of life: a spiritual path grounded in the truth of nature, your body and female

empowerment.You may wish to read it cover to cover, or dip into the sections which are calling

to you today, or relate to the season of the year, Moon phase, your phase of your menstrual

cycle or life. Experiment. Adapt. Feel into what resonates with you and discard what doesn’t.

This is how you reclaim your sense of belonging. Make it your own — a handbook for sacred,



cyclic living.Reclaiming Our BelongingI believe, feel and know that this world is an enchanting

place of magic and wonder, possibility and potential. All things in it have a soul and all is

connected. All beings are woven together in a delicate web of life — human, animal, plant and

mineral.We are born underneath the stars, the Moon and the Sun. We are held in the arms of

Mother Earth, nurtured by Her abundance. We belong. We belong to ourselves, to each other

and this beautiful animate Earth on which we have been blessed to be born.This sense of

belonging to ourselves, each other and the world is a basic human emotional need, just as

important as our need for food and shelter. Living in an intricate and nurturing web of belonging

engenders profound peace, meaning, joy and freedom.I believe each of us knows this truth

within the core of our being...yet this is not how we live in the modern world, is it?This essential

need for belonging has been ruptured and we need only to look around ourselves in Western

so-called civilisation to see the result: epidemics of anxiety and stress and mental health

issues. We live disconnected from our bodies and souls, trapped in a collective materialistic

nightmare that keeps us locked into being disengaged, inward-focused, self-serving, docile

consumers.We collectively live largely unconscious of the cycles and seasons of our bodies

and the Earth, Moon and Sun, cut-off from our instinctual, intuitive selves, seeing nature as

something ‘out there’ rather than acknowledging we are part of a global network of living things.

We’ve forgotten our place in the eternal and delicate dance of life going on beneath our feet,

above our heads, all around us and within us. Much of humanity has become so dissociated

from the essential interconnected nature of life that we’re destroying our planet’s finely

balanced ecosystem.When did I forget I am made of the elements?When did I stop noticing the

miracle of the world turning?When did I no longer see the spark in a bird’s eye?When did I stop

hearing the whispers of the trees?When did I stop swooning at the stars and the beauty of the

Moon?When did I lose connection to the web of life?But now I am remembering.Now I see the

truth.I know that life is a miracle, cycling every day through growth, death and rebirth.I know

that I am part of this mysterious unfurling, spiralling, cycling.Ancient wisdom is waking up and

rising within me.Opening my eyes and senses,Opening my mind to the knowledge that was

always there,Opening my heart to the love of Mother Earth and Goddess.For She is

returning.The Heroine’s Journey HomeIn a world which speaks of God the Father and neglects

to mention Goddess the Mother and when our cultural mythologies speak to the hero’s journey,

it’s no wonder the heroine feels rather lost.Sister, does your heart feel heavy too?Perhaps you

too sense the ever-present, yet seemingly unfulfillable, yearning to fill a hole in your life, a hole

which was not of your own making...Maybe, like I do, you feel a longing...a longing for

something lost which you can’t quite identify...but you feel it calling, nevertheless. There’s a

beautiful Welsh word for this (I used to live in Wales): hiraeth. There’s no equivalent word in

English. It means nostalgia, yearning, longing; a desire for something which feels just out of

reach or that never was. I think this sense of hiraeth we feel is the longing to belong as women

in our truth and fullness, perhaps as we used to, but certainly haven’t these last few thousand

years.So to find our way home we women must redefine what is sacred, reclaim our feminine

energies and weave our own path.We’ve lived too long with what can be termed ‘Masculine’

energy dominance. Intellect, logic and reason. Rationality and intellectualization. Strategy and

planning. Goal-setting and action taking. Competition and winning. Problem-solving and

solution-finding. Ambition and singularity of purpose and direction. Linearity and perpetual

growth. Transcending our bodies, emotions and earthly life to move upwards towards

enlightenment.And while these energies in themselves are not bad, it is when they become

dominant that healthy balance is lost, and we’ve seen where that leads: the toxic masculinity of

patriarchy — the rule of the father — which has presided over the last few thousand years.To



bring balance we need to reconnect to and nurture what can be termed ‘Feminine’ energies.

Embodied wisdom — intellect informed by our senses and intuition. Compassion, nurturing and

acceptance. Creativity and flow. Passion and sensuality. Rest and healing. Depths and

darkness. Dream and inner vision. Community and connection. Generative fecundity.

Transformation and power with (rather than power over). Shape and form and spirals and

circles. Soul. The Feminine also holds the role of death and decay in the cycle of life,

necessary for life to regenerate and for the cycles to continue — too often overlooked because

acknowledging death can make us feel uncomfortable.This is not an either/or competition

(there’s our patriarchal conditioning speaking). It’s not about man-bashing (the system of

patriarchy oppresses men too in its narrow view of what it means to be masculine). Reclaiming

the Sacred Feminine is about regaining balance.And while these energies are present in all

sexes and gender identities, the Sacred Feminine is perhaps most strongly anchored in

women’s bodies and in our lived experience, so we women need to reclaim and nurture these

Sacred Feminine qualities to right the imbalances we have in our world. We women must make

the descent, down from the heavens and transcendence and back into the land of our bodies,

the underworld of our psyches, and return to Mother Earth — to the Goddess — She who is

the energy which births, nurtures and destroys so regeneration can happen and the cycles of

life continue.This is our journey back to belonging.It’s a journey of reclaiming.Reclaiming your

connection to your cyclic female body and your intuitive wisdom.Reclaiming your connection to

the wise whispers of your soul.Reclaiming your connection to the cycles of nature.Reclaiming

your connection to Mother Earth.My love, this is hard work. You’re swimming against a powerful

tide of what the consensus deems normal.To truly come back to belonging is going to be a

long journey. It’s not linear. It spirals and cycles back and around and will often bring confusion

and frustration as well as peace and freedom.But this journey is so worth it. It’s the journey to

wholeness.And, as with all journeys, it starts from the point you’re at now.Cycles and

SeasonsSo, let’s begin with a question.What season are you in?This might sound like a

deceptively simple question. Well, it’s spring or autumn or summer or winter, surely?Yes...but

also no.What season are you in — where are you in your menstrual cycle (if you have one)?

What phase is the Moon in? What’s the underlying energy of the season of the year?Can you

answer those questions? Do you know what I’m referring to?As I write these words my

answers to these questions are thus: I’m in my inner summer. The Moon is in autumn. And the

season of the year is autumn too with the energy of the season being that of the Queen.Now

I’ll translate what that means.I’m in the ovulation stage of my menstrual cycle (summer); the

Moon is waning (the autumnal phase of the lunar month); it’s early October so the season of

the year here in the UK is autumn; and the energies associated with the most recent point on

the Wheel of the Year is the autumnal equinox, which relates to the female archetype of the

Queen.Knowing all of this gives me a map by which to live on a daily basis, a compass to know

where I’m pointing; and route markers so I can find my way through the physical, emotional

and psycho-spiritual journey of my daily life, to come home to myself as a cyclic being of

nature.I believe this knowledge and yearning to connect to the cycles and seasons of nature is

in our bones, and in the wisdom of our blood. It’s something from which so many of us have

become disconnected in modern life — but to which more and more of us are feeling called to

reconnect so we can reclaim the fullness of ourselves, the Sacred Feminine and the ability to

participate wholeheartedly in the many and rich layers of this embodied and magical life.Here’s

how these sacred cycles and seasons correspond to each other:Connecting to HerThe very

fact you are holding this book means the Sacred Feminine is calling to you. Speaking to your

awakening to live in reverence for and connection to nature and the Feminine as a source of



healing, inspiration and meaning.You don’t have to believe in any specific figure or deity to

connect to this. You don’t have to call it Goddess. Maybe you resonate with ‘Great Spirit’ or

‘Source’ or ‘Oneness’ or ‘the Mystery’ or ‘the Universe’. Or maybe it’s simply the energy of Life

that calls to you.Let this energy of nature introduce Herself to you in these words, which came

to me, as if from Goddess Herself, as I sat in meditation one morning. Let Her envelop you in

Her loving presence. Let these words bring balm to your soul and soothe your heart. Read

them out loud, breathe them in, and receive them into your soul...I AmI am the wind which

blows through leavesI am the power of the seasI am the sunlight shining downI am the earth

that’s all around.I am in the river’s flowI am above and belowI am the bird which flies so highI

am the blue expanse of sky.I am the roots which burrow downI am the strong and stable

groundI am the silver of the MoonI am the beauty of flowers’ blooms.I am the flame which

burns so brightI’m in the dance of firelightI am the rain that falls to earthI am there at every

birth.I am in every breath you breatheI am in all that you perceiveI am in every stage of lifeI am

the soul’s midwife.I am here with you nowFeel my kiss upon your brow...And know that we shall

never partFor I am always in your heart.My Wish for YouWith this book, I share with you many

ways through which you may heal from disconnection and instead be guided by the cycles of

your body and the rhythms of the Moon and Sun. As you explore the Sacred Feminine as a

path to living in your truth and power, you will naturally begin to turn away from the prevailing

unhealthy paradigm and its pressure to do more and be more and acquire more.Enough of this

pressure. Enough of not feeling good enough or that you don’t have enough.Turn away...and lift

your face and your heart to the Sun and Moon. Feel your feet on the Earth. Breathe the air

around you. Drink deeply of the healing waters of life.Slow down.And notice.Notice the subtle

change of the seasons as they unfold throughout the year. The first shoots of new life in

earliest spring; the leaves unfurling; the fullness of flower blooms in summer; that subtle shift in

the air as summer ends; the russet hues of autumn; and the still, soothing quietness of

winter.Feel into the subtler energies and how they express themselves through you. The

springtime Maiden of hope and possibility who is playful and curious. The early summer of the

Lover, sensual, courageous and free. The high summer of the nurturing Mother, infinite in her

love. The autumnal Queen who has reaped the experiences of her life and is fearless and

strong. The winter Crone, peaceful in the depths of her wisdom.My wish for you is that this

book helps to bring you home to a profound sense of belonging: to the felt sense that you are

part of nature and that all of life is connected and held in an invisible web of being that is awe-

inspiring and magical to behold.I wish that you will forever sense the intelligent and mysterious

life force which tells the flowers when to bloom and the trees when to let go of their leaves.

That you may live entranced by the Moon and understand how her waxing and waning is

connected to the waxing and waning of the menstrual cycle and your moods and thoughts and

energy levels. That you will allow yourself to rest and dream in winter; to plant seeds of

intention in spring; to bloom and blossom in summer; and to release and let go in autumn.I

wish that you will feel it all in your bones, your blood and your soul, and experience the felt

sense that, woman, you are part of this mysterious cycle, even if much of humanity has

forgotten this truth.Living in rhythm with life’s sacred cycles brings healing and wholeness. It

reconnects you to the presence and grace held in the moment, and to the ever-unfolding flow

of life. It brings peace and authenticity to nourish your heart and soul.So, join me through these

pages as I guide you home to an embodied sense of belonging to life by honouring the Sacred

Feminine energies of nature and Her seasons and cycles.And may you rise up, empowered by

reclaiming your birthright as a woman. To live in flow with life. To meet your needs and dance

with your desires. To speak your truth and fulfil the potential of who you are.So, brave soul. It’s



time to begin.Let’s enter the Temple of Belonging...Enter the Temple of BelongingTake a deep

breath, my beloved.Arrive here, into your body. This is your starting place.Let any unnecessary

tension release from your jaw...face...neck...shoulders...arms...torso...womb

space...hips...legs...feet...Imagine yourself in a sanctuary space, however that looks and feels

to you. This is a moment to bring to mind a place where you feel content and at ease. A place

in nature maybe, or a room or building — real or imagined. A place that feels so safe and

secure. You feel at ease here.This is your soul’s sanctuary — your Temple of Belonging.Can

you see it? What does it look like? Feel like? Smell like? Sound like?Sense this inner temple. Is

there a fire there? Furniture? What are the walls like? What colours? Is it dark and cosy or light

and spacious? Or are you outside, in a secluded garden? Or by a sacred well? Or sat under

the protective canopy of an old tree?There’s no right or wrong place because this is your

space. Take your time. Close your eyes and feel it...And know that you can return to this place

at any time you need to — as you read this book, or any time in your daily life.If it’s inside, you

notice a doorway now, which opens onto a path. Or if it’s outside, notice a pathway ahead of

you.It’s a path which seems to meander away into the distance, weaving and curving, guiding

you down, around, up and through... But somehow, you just know, it’s going to lead you back

home, here, to your Temple of Belonging... Walking this path will take you on a journey deep

into your own being. And when you return, you will be the same...yet also changed.You might

find it a little uncomfortable at times, as you see and feel things that you’d hidden from sight.

You might feel angry as truths are revealed about the world you live in. You may feel grief and

sadness at what has been lost.But, my love, it is worth it.Because it’s the journey back to

belonging — it’s the journey home. To your body. To all parts of you. The journey home to living

in profound and sacred communion with the Earth, the Moon and the Sun.And when you return

you will feel the deepest joy, the most blessed sweetness. You will be whole, once again.Are

you ready?All it takes is curiosity, openness...and the courage to take the first step.Take a deep

breath and step forward. Can you feel the presence of your sisters, walking this path with you?

Didn’t I mention?You’re not alone.As you step forward, you are one of millions who are

stepping forward now to reclaim their freedom, wisdom and power. Reclaiming their bodies.

Reclaiming their cycles. Reclaiming their connection to nature and the Sacred Feminine — to

Goddess.Your ancestresses are cheering you on! Can you hear them?And all along the path,

you are guided, for She is with you, in Her many guises. Goddess, Mother Earth, the Source of

all life.Listen and you will hear Her calling to you, in the beat of a bird’s wings...in the whisper of

a breeze in the trees...in the babbling brook and roar of the ocean...in the crackling fire and the

sound of your feet walking on the earth. And She is in the feelings in your body and the quiet

whispers of your soul.So remember, you are not alone. You were never alone.You are a

woman. Creatrix. Source of life. Healer. Wise-woman. Witch. Priestess. Goddess is with you

and within you.Step forward. Travel this spiral path.Keep walking, for through each cycle you

will walk yourself closer and closer back into belonging to yourself. Back home.Many blessings

on your journey, sister!The Breath Cycle:The Temple of PresenceEnter the TempleAnd so you

take your first steps along the spiral path which will walk you home to belonging to your own

truth, magic and power.Step by step, you walk. You feel led onwards. You hear the sound of

your own breath as you lift and replace each foot on this path of inner journeying. Your senses

are alive. Alert and aware. Curious and wondering.You see a small building ahead of you — it

looks warm and welcoming. You open its door, cross the threshold and walk into an empty yet

inviting room with a cosy hearthfire burning, and a comfortable chair next to it calling you to sit

down and snuggle into comfort...which you do.Here in this space you can just be. There’s

nothing else to do, nowhere else to go.Once again you notice the sound of your breath...the



feeling of your body breathing itself. No effort required. It’s as if the body and your breath are

old friends, and the breath just lets itself in and out.It feels so natural. Your body is relaxed.

Your mind is calm. You surrender to the natural, easy flow of your breath, as if a tender, divine

presence is breathing through you...Here, in this moment you know and feel that all is

well.Welcome dear one. You have entered the Temple of Presence.Energies of the Breath

CycleLet us begin this journey through the Sacred Feminine energies of the cycles and

seasons of life with the breath. For it is the first inhale that marks your arrival into living in this

world, and it’s the last exhale through which you depart, and the breath cycle is your constant

companion between these two thresholds.The breath is the shortest cycle of all — the average

rate of adult human respiration when resting is 12-20 breaths per minute. But it is the cycle with

which you live in the most intimate connection because it is always present. It is the cycle

which sustains your life: as long as you are breathing you are alive!The breath cycle embodies

the nature of life. For through each breath you travel through the archetypal cyclic journey of

birth-growth-fullness-release-death and regeneration which we see in all living things, and in

the cycles of the Moon and the seasons. Each inhale is a new beginning, slowly and surely

building to fullness; each exhale is a fading and release into the death of the still point at the

end of the out-breath...before the cycle begins again as the new breath arrives.And, as in all of

life, this cycle continues naturally without you needing to control it. Your breath embodies the

mysterious ever-turning wheel of life. Surrender to your breath and surrender to the miracle of

life. Trust in its constant ebb and flow.Just as the Moon travels through its phases, just as the

tides turn, just as the Earth’s journey around the Sun takes us through the seasons — so your

breath is with you, reminding you of your innate capacity to flow with life.And it is through your

breath that you are connected to all of life. Life flows through you, it pulsates in every cell.

There is no division. You are made of chemical compounds from stars that exploded billions

upon billions of years ago. You are made of the light from our Sun. The plants and animals that

live on the Earth feed you. The waters that flow and the rains that fall sustain you. And when

you breathe you breathe life into you. For the air you breathe is a shared space supporting life

on Earth. The oxygen you inhale has been produced by plants from all over the world. It may

have been produced by the most exotic plant on the other side of the world or a bush in your

garden — and much else in between.. The carbon dioxide you exhale is used by plants to

create energy for them to grow...Your next exhale could be utilised in the growth of the most

delicate little flower or nurturing a mighty ancient tree.Take a moment to reflect on this. When

you breathe in the scent of a rose, for example, the chemical compounds of its aroma, and

perhaps some of its life force, enter you as the scent travels through your nose and, with the

breath, into your lungs. From here it travels into your bloodstream. The rose becomes part of

you, and, in this way, you become part of the rose. The divisions your mind sees just melt away.

All of life is breathing together in a magical matrix of belonging to each other.You are sustained

by Mother Earth, the Great Goddess, and all Her elements of earth, water, air and fire, and so

She is part of you and you are Her. You have breathed Her into your cells and tissues. Taken

Her in through food and water. You are one with the Great Mother. So as you breathe, know

that you are breathing with all other living beings and they are breathing through you.The

Dance of LifeI come to you with each breath you takeFeel me now in the air you breathe.Inhale

my energy and life, sparkling into each cell of your being.Let me bring you inspiration and

expansive freedom and oceans of possibilities...Exhale out to me your tiredness and frustration

and fears.Release to me your anger and doubt, let them all go, and fall into my

embrace...Surrender to the flow, to the rise and fall.Trust in your breath and trust in my

presence.Let me breathe you into your most radiant fullnessAnd know that I am always with



you.Feel the dance of your breath, ebbing and flowing,And let us dance together for eternity,

my love.Healing GiftsThe primary healing gift of the breath is presence.The breath is a

constant presence and is a simple yet powerful tool to remind you to be present in your life, in

this moment. Your breath is with you in the expansive freedom of your joy and contentment, it’s

there in your laughter, it gives you your voice to speak and share, and it is there to ground and

soothe you in times of anxiety, grief, anger and doubt.When you breathe with conscious

awareness you know you are alive in this human body — your temple of presence — and it

brings clarity to your mind.Yet few adults utilise the full capacity of their breath in daily life. This

separation from the breath, I feel, is the primary disconnection from our bodies. When we

disconnect from our breath and our body, we disconnect from belonging to the pulse of life. We

feel separate and alone and forget that life is animating us and breathing through us,

requesting our attention and creating connection with each breath we take.Perhaps

understanding a little more about the breath will help you to forge a deeper relationship with it.

Did you know that the breath is the only physiological function which is both involuntary and

voluntary? This means you’re always breathing — it’s an involuntary act. But you can also

voluntarily change how you’re breathing and, in doing so, change how you feel. You can

breathe in more deeply to energise your body-mind when you’re feeling lethargic. You can

breathe out for a little longer than usual to soothe feelings of nervousness, stress or

anxiety.Breathing deeply with an adequate inhale and exhale (for they are of equal

importance):Relaxes the body and helps to release physical tension.Increases the levels of

oxygen in the body by allowing for greater oxygen absorption into your cells, which also means

there’s more energy available to you.Keeps the nervous system in balance so you’ll spend less

time stuck in the stress response and spend more time in the ‘rest, digest and heal’

response.Lowers stress hormones, such as adrenalin and cortisol.Increases oxygen flow to the

brain, so you’ll feel more alert and present.Settles the mind.Helps you to release emotional

tension.So if you wish to feel you belong to yourself again, begin with coming home to your

breathing body — whatever measure of health and ease you’re currently experiencing, even if

you’re in pain. For your breathing body is your home for the entirety of your current existence

on this planet.I know this can be easy to say and more challenging to remember. Perhaps this

is because for too long in our culture, the body has been considered primarily as a home for

the mind — the intellect. And an inconvenient home at that, with its messy (and embarrassing)

bodily functions and fluids, its need for maintenance, and its tendency to creak and groan and

even break down through pain or illness. We’ve been taught to overlook, ignore and deny our

body’s wisdom. We’ve been conditioned to stop listening to the way it talks to us through

sensation and through our breath. So, let us stop thinking that our body is somehow a ‘thing’

separate from our true self — let us stop objectifying our body.Feel your body breathing

now...feel into the sensations...notice the movement...the expansion of the inhale...the release

of the exhale...Notice even any lack of sensation or movement. Let your mind melt into

whatever you are feeling...How would it be to acknowledge that these sensations — these

messages and whispers from your body — are just as much part of your sense of ‘you’ as your

thoughts and your intellect? The language of your mind is words — the language of your body

is sensation. Let the words melt into sensation as you breathe...let the words arise from

sensation. Come home to yourself, in your entirety.When you let go of the mind’s tight grip on

controlling what you can perceive, you awaken to the language of the body and its subtle

waves of energy, blockages, tensions and tinglings: its feelings of spaciousness and freedom,

vigilance and protection. You learn to understand its language and to listen to your intuitive

senses. The quickening breath-rate and the tingle at the back of the head which whispers



“caution: this person isn’t saying what they really mean.” The catch of your breath as your hairs

stand up on your skin or the drumming of the heartbeat which warn “don’t trust this situation.

Get out as soon as you can!”Your breath can encourage a sense of clarity by balancing the

nervous system and calming the mind. Now, getting to this place of clarity may seem

impossible if your mind can’t settle on a single thing for more than a moment, like a butterfly

flitting from flower to flower searching for nectar. I know because I have a mind like that — very

fast-moving and airy! Some of this comes down to creating new habits of training your mind to

settle. Some of it comes down to rebalancing an overstimulated nervous system through

emotional release, self-soothing and rest. A lot of it comes down to finding peace with your

mind by accepting your thoughts and feelings and the sensations that accompany them —

because they’re not going away. Human minds produce thoughts. It’s what they do!Accessing

the breath cycle’s gift of presence invites you to be both grounded in the earth of your body

and its sensations, and to be like air: free and spacious. Invite your thoughts to be like birds

passing across the clarity of the sky of your mind. Meditate upon the sky in your mind’s eye, or

go outside and lie on the ground, or sit by a window and gaze at a patch of sky. If it’s a clear

day, invite that clarity to infuse your headspace. Breathe it in as if you had gills at the base of

your skull. Breathe out and invite your face and head, neck and shoulders to relax. Affirm that “I

accept my thoughts.” Affirm “sensations, accepted.” Let go of the struggle. If it’s a cloudy sky

notice how even the thickest blanket of clouds is shape-shifting, dissipating and reforming.

Perhaps reflect on how your unfocused mind’s thoughts can shift and reshape and then refocus

and settle on whatever you wish to place your attention.Through the breath find presence, and

in this presence gain strength. For when you are at home to all parts of yourself and are fluent

in the language of the breathing, feeling body, and not just the analysing mind, then you can

live in deep acceptance of all that you are. You can trust the wisdom of your body to guide you.

You are rooted in your wholeness — in your embodiment.So, I invite you to pause again now,

and attend to your breath. Pause and listen...how does your breath sound to you? How does it

feel? There might be a jaggedness or a smoothness. Perhaps it’s irregular, shallow, tight...is

your breath reflecting back to you how your mind feels? How your body feels?Be open to the

idea of your breath as a messenger. Perhaps, in this moment, it needs to be shallow and

irregular to show you that mental tension is manifesting in your body. Perhaps it’s calling to you

to pay attention.How would it be to breathe out fully, through gently parted lips...and then let

the breath come in of its own accord through your nostrils? Can you let it happen?... Perhaps

this feels more spacious, free, open and expansive — for body and mind?How would it be to let

your breath express itself in your body as it wishes to? To let yourself be breathed. As if a

divine presence and essence were flowing in and out of you and you needn’t do anything to

make it happen?The breath cycle offers you the gift of the felt sense of trust that there is

something within you that can withstand anything life throws at you. Lean into the presence of

your breath when you’re feeling swamped by your emotions and your thoughts. Acknowledge

that you’re still breathing, even after receiving the deepest shocks of grief or trauma. Knowing

this offers you a lifeline, quite literally.For it is through the breath that the sacred, mysterious life

force enters. You breathe it in, and it spreads its vital energy through your body, mind, spirit and

soul. Called prana in yogic traditions, chi in China, ki in Japan, nwyfre in Druidry. It is the spark

of life that animates.I feel this as the breath of Goddess — She who creates and sustains life. I

breathe Her love in with each breath I take. And I feel it blessing the sacred temple that is my

body-mind-soul. And I breathe out all that is ready to leave, and She takes it away with loving

compassion.Sensing how your breath naturally builds and fades; lives and dies; comes and

goes — just like all of life’s cycles — can guide you back to a sense of ease and wholeness.



Because, just like the breath, all things change. Nothing is constant, except the constant flow of

life. You can trust in that. You can let life’s sacred cycles and seasons lift you up and carry you

along and set you down to rest. And so it begins again and carries on eternally.ShadowsFor all

the breath can be your ever-present friend, it’s a relationship that can sometimes get

complicated.While the breath has the natural capacity to flow with ease, and to be deep and

smooth and satisfying, chances are, that through habit or circumstance, this is not how you’re

breathing right now. Many of us have developed the habit of taking shallow quick breaths,

called ‘chest breathing.’ We’re not using the full capacity of our lungs — we’re taking in just

enough air to keep our bodies functioning. This can become a deeply ingrained habit.There are

many reasons for this. People who spend a lot of time sitting at a desk in front of a computer,

focusing hard, tend to breathe shallowly, almost holding their breath. Those of us who suffer

from stress or anxiety-induced chronic tension may find the muscles around the ribs, chest and

upper back have become tight, meaning it would take quite an effort to breathe deeply. People

in pain or discomfort may tend to hold their breath as they brace against the pain. Many

women hold their tummies in because they don’t want to look ‘fat,’ meaning they’re constraining

their breath, because when you breathe in deeply the diaphragm muscle — which sits below

your lungs at the bottom of your rib cage — needs to move downwards, and that makes your

belly temporarily expand.Or maybe shallow breathing became a habit in childhood. While

babies instinctively breathe deeply and fully, somewhere along the line we seem to lose this

innate connection to the capacity of our breath. Maybe it begins at school or with our parents or

carers when we’re told to sit still or keep quiet or concentrate. The natural wildness of a child

and the natural freedom of her breath is re-programmed by an environment which rewards

conformity and forces her to sit still when she longs for freedom of expression and fun and play.

This yearning is pushed down, held deeply within us, and we begin to hold our body tight. As

we learn to contain ourselves to make ourselves acceptable to an adult world of rules and

judgements, our breath and our life force become constrained, and we slowly forget the

expansive, naturally deep and full, human breath.Breathing can also become problematic

through hyperventilation — rapid and deep breathing, also known as over-breathing. It’s a

natural physiological response to experiencing threat that brings in more oxygen to your

muscles so you can fight the threat or run away. However, hyperventilation may feel frightening

as it can lead to sensations such as a pounding, racing heartbeat; difficulty getting your breath;

tightness in the chest; sweating; shaking, dizziness and faintness; and tingling or numbness.

For most people this is a rare experience occurring as a strong reaction to a phobia, stress or

fear, however some of us may experience hyperventilation more regularly due to ongoing

anxiety, depression, nervousness or stress, and it can take the form of a panic attack — an

intense, immobilizing wave of fear which may occur unexpectedly or in response to a known

trigger.Another shadow of the breath is using it to suppress challenging feelings — to forcibly

calm yourself if you’re feeling angry, irritated, doubtful or sad for example. There’s an unhealthy

cult of toxic positivity in the personal development and spiritual growth industries. That whole

‘good vibes only’ stuff is not good for your mental health because experiencing challenging

emotions and feelings is part of the adventure of being human.Yet still so many women tell me

that they want to feel calmer. I used to wish I felt calmer. I spent years practising yogic

breathing to try and tame my unruly mind and emotions, but still the intense feelings were

present. But struggling to attain and maintain placid calm just means you’re pushing down and

thus bottling up the complexities of challenging feelings. As women we may put a lid on our

feelings because we fear being labelled over-emotional, over-sensitive, pre-menstrual, neurotic

or just plain hysterical. But trying to aim for stupefied calm where you don’t feel anything



doesn’t feel like a very satisfactory alternative to me. It’s psychologically and physically

unhealthy.Our challenging feelings are messengers who come up to communicate there’s

something that needs to be attended to. Sit with the fear, doubt, anger or grief and look for the

messages that they’re trying to tell you. Perhaps you need to mourn a relationship or even your

own youth passing. Maybe you’re angry at a boundary being continually crossed by someone

close to you. Ride the rollercoaster without jumping off when it gets a bit scary. Accept that to

be human is to feel despair, heaviness and grief as well as joy, lightness and happiness.Now,

breathing out deeply and slowly when we’re feeling a bit anxious or nervy can be helpful and

therapeutic in the moment. But if you come to over-rely on self-soothing to numb out feelings

which need to be felt and processed then you’re training yourself to deny your emotions, which

can lead to a perennial sense of numbness and disconnection, which may ultimately present

as depression, lethargy and/or fatigue.That said, sometimes we numb out from our feelings as

an involuntary method of self-protection. If what we’re experiencing is particularly intense,

beyond our control, or is a constant presence, our nervous system and emotional circuitry can

become overwhelmed and, in order that we don’t overload and blow the fuse of this inner

nervous system wiring, we may dissociate from the experience — that is we disconnect from

our body and shut down our feelings. We may feel woolly, not-quite-present, vague — we

become disconnected from our thoughts, feelings and bodily sensations. It’s a survival

response. You may have heard of your body’s nervous system ‘fight and flight’ stress response

and the ‘rest and digest’ relaxation response. Well, there’s also a ‘freeze’ response. If you can’t

fight or flee from the threat you’re dealing with then the other option is to play dead — to

freeze. You may have experienced this as your brain going blank when under stress or feeling

rooted to the spot and unable to move when in danger.
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Sarah P, “A beautiful, inspiring guide to a connected life. This book is such a delight. It’s

beautifully written, taking the reader on a journey of cyclical discovery and meaning. I’ve been

sharing this book with all the women in my life, young and wise, and they too have found that

it’s helped to bring more connection, wonder, and presence into their lives. I know I’ll go back to

the teachings again and again.”

brenda, “A book to refer to for many years.. This is a brilliant book which I wish had been

written many years ago. You will find something useful at any stage in your life, but if you have

teenage daughters please buy them a copy today - and it's wisdom will accompany them

throughout their lives.If you want to live in tune with the rhythms of your body, the earth and

mother nature then this is a must buy.”

The book by Stella Tomlinson has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 6 people have provided feedback.
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